STIS SMOV Sequence

STIS recovered CCD TEC & MAMA LV on
22 May

STIS-02 Memory Load And Dump
22 May

STIS-03 Science Data Buffer Check
24 May

STIS-04 Mechanism Functional
25 May

MAMA HV wait 4+ days after release & 3+ days after LV on.

STIS-05 CCD Anneal Repeat 28d
27-28 May

STIS-06 CCD Functional
28 May

Start STIS-07 CCD Dark & Bias Monitor
Daily from 29 May

STIS-07 CCD Dark Measure
3 Jun & 24 Jun

STIS-19 FUV MAMA Dark Measure
27 May to 1 Jun

STIS-17 FUV MAMA HV Recovery
2 Jun to 6 Jun

STIS-18 NUV MAMA HV Recovery
4/wk start 7 Jun

Start STIS-20 NUV MAMA Dark Monitor

STIS-08 Aper Wheel & Lamp tests
28 May

STIS-10 CCD Optical Format Verify
29 May

STIS-13 FUV MAMA Spectro Image Qual & ACQ tests
29 May

STIS-12 Contingency Corrector & Focus Adjust
29 May

STIS-23 FUV Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-21 NUV Spectro Image Quality
11 Jun

After BEA end (9 Jun)

STIS-11 STIS External Focus Check
29 May

STIS-15 CCD Spectro Throughputs
10 Jun

STIS-16 CCD Stability
11 Jun

STIS-25 MAMA Spectro Throughputs
11 Jun

STIS-14 CCD CTI Measurement
29 May

STIS-09 STIS to FGS Alignment
29 May

STIS-19 FUV Spectro Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-18 NUV Spectro Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-17 FUV MAMA HV Recovery
2 Jun to 6 Jun

STIS-18 NUV MAMA HV Recovery
4/wk start 7 Jun

STIS-20 NUV MAMA Dark Monitor

STIS-21 NUV Spectro Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-22 NUV Spectro Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-23 FUV Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-24 NUV Image Quality
11 Jun

STIS-25 MAMA Spectro Throughputs
11 Jun

STIS-26 MAMA Stability
12 Jun

ERO and GO observations enabled.
11 - 12 Jun